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AGENDA
Committee ENVIRONMENTAL SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

Date and Time 
of Meeting

TUESDAY, 4 DECEMBER 2018, 4.30 PM

Venue COMMITTEE ROOM 4 - COUNTY HALL

Membership Councillor Patel (Chair)
Councillors Derbyshire, Philippa Hill-John, Owen Jones, Lancaster, 
Jackie Parry, Owen, Wong and Wood

Time 
approx.

1  Apologies for Absence  

To receive apologies for absence.

2  Declarations of Interest  

To be made at the start of the agenda item in question, in accordance 
with the Members’ Code of Conduct.

3  Minutes  (Pages 3 - 8)

To approve as a correct record the minutes of the meeting held on 6 
November 2018.

4  Planning, Transport & Environment Directorate - Quarter 1 & 2 
Performance Reports 2018/19  (Pages 9 - 76)

4.40 pm

5  Environmental Scrutiny Committee - Forward Work Programme 
2018/19  (Pages 77 - 92)

5.40 pm

6  Correspondence - Verbal Update  6.00 pm

7  Urgent Items (if any)  6.10 pm

8  Way Forward  6.30 pm

9  Date of next meeting - 8 January 2018  
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Director Governance & Legal Services
Date:  Wednesday, 28 November 2018
Contact:  Graham Porter, 02920 873401, g.porter@cardiff.gov.uk
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

6 NOVEMBER 2018

Present: Councillor Patel(Chairperson)
Councillors Philippa Hill-John, Owen Jones, Lancaster, 
Jackie Parry, Owen, Wong and Wood

40 :   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

Apologies were received from Councillors Derbyshire, Michael and Wild.

41 :   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

No declarations of interest were received.

42 :   MINUTES 

The minutes of the meeting held on 2 October 2018 were approved by the 
Committee as a correct record and were signed by the Chairperson.

43 :   CLAMPING AND REMOVAL OF NUISANCE VEHICLES FROM HIGHWAY 
AND PUBLIC LAND 

The Committee received a report on the introduction of a new policy for the clamping 
and removal of nuisance vehicles.  The policy would allow for the clamping and 
removal of the following:

 Vehicles owned by persistent offenders and evaders of parking and traffic tickets;
 Vehicles causing an immediate obstruction and/or parked contrary to parking regulations;
 Vehicles with no registered keeper on DVLA records;
 Vehicles that are not taxed in accordance with the Vehicle Excise and Registration Act.

Members were advised that illegally parked vehicles can cause an obstruction and 
create a danger for pedestrians and other road users.  There are instances where 
enforcement action is either not possible or not a significant enough deterrent to 
owners of vehicles.  Similarly, vehicles not registered with the DVLA are very difficult 
to enforce against.  For example, it is difficult to enforce against foreign vehicles as 
no details are held against which a penalty notice can be issued.  Such vehicles can 
create a parking nuisance and the only practical option to address the problem is 
removal from the highway.

Some drivers are also known to regularly and deliberately contravene parking and 
traffic regulations and fail to settle the debts they incur.  The Welsh Government 
issued guidance suggesting that local authorities take the strongest possible 
enforcement action against these ‘persistent evaders’.  There are currently 9,183 
PCNs that have been issued against persistent evaders equating to £381,397.67.

The DVLA partner initiative is separate from Civil Parking Enforcement.  The 
adoption of devolved powers from the DVLA will allow the Council to take action 
against vehicles that are untaxed, abandoned or creating a nuisance.  In 2017 the 
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Council received of 1000 reports of abandoned vehicles from members of the public, 
the police and other agencies.  Only 28 vehicles of those reported were removed.  By 
having devolved powers the Council will be able to remove untaxed vehicles.  It is 
anticipated that having such powers will help reduce the number of abandoned 
vehicles, incidents of crime, vandalism and uninsured drivers.

Members were advised that in order to establish the scale of the problem of untaxed 
vehicles in Cardiff, the Council worked with the DVLA to undertake a one day sample 
audit across the city using an Automatic Number Plate Recognition system.  The 
sample audit identified a total of 8,526 untaxed vehicles.

The Committee received a presentation from Matt Wakelam, Assistant Director.  
Members were invited to comment, seek clarification or raise questions on the 
information received.  Those discussions are summarised as follows:

 It was noted that initially 20 clamps will be available.  Members asked 
whether 20 clamps were enough to deal with problem parking in the city, 
particularly on major event days.  Officers estimated that 20 clamps 
would be sufficient at the start of the scheme.  However, this number 
would be reviewed as the scheme progressed.  It was only possible to 
enforce on the basis of traffic restrictions.  Persistent evaders will also 
be clamped.  Anti-social or nuisance parking will be impounded and any 
untaxed vehicles entering the City will also be dealt with.  If there are 
any significant safety relating to a parked vehicle, then the vehicle will be 
removed and impounded.

 Officers confirmed that any funds raised would be ringfenced and 
managed in a similar way to the parking reserve.  However, unlike the 
parking reserve, there would be no restriction governing where those 
funds can be spent.  The service area would be looking to deliver 
savings by increasing income.

 Members were advised that caravans cannot be dealt with under this 
legislation.  The service areas has tendered for a contractor to remove 
caravans and other legislation allows for this.  The contractor must be 
able to remove any vehicle.

 Members asked for clarification of how an abandoned vehicle is 
classified.  Officers stated that if a vehicle is taxed and has an MOT then 
it cannot be removed from the highway.  

 Officers advised that if a vehicle is clamped then the owner will have 24 
hours to pay for the clamp to be removed, in line with DVLA guidelines.  
After 24 hours the vehicle will be removed from the highway and taken 
to a secure site within the city.  As the requirement for safe storage 
forms part of the tender, the potential sites will be identified by the 
bidders.  Any proposed site will need to have good public transportation 
links.  It is anticipated that the vehicles impounded will have varying 
values.  The majority of impounded vehicles will be of low value.  
Evidence has shown that many vehicles will have links to criminality.  
Approximately 40% of the vehicles impounded are subsequently 
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collected.

 Members asked whether additional staff will be employed.  Officers 
advised that additional staff will not be employed and existing Civil 
Enforcement Staff will be asked to discharge this duties.  No lone 
working will be permitted and staff will always work in pairs.  Teams will 
be supported by the ANPR vehicles.  Staff will be provided with body 
cameras.

 Members were advised that requests/complaints and intelligence from 
DVLA will be used to prioritise areas of the city.  The authority was also 
investigating the possibility of working in partnership with supermarkets 
to enforce restrictions on parking in disabled bays.

 In terms of identifying a suitable site for the safe storage of vehicles, 
officers confirmed that a Council-owned plot of land might be made 
available to potential bidders – this had yet to be confirmed.

 Members asked whether the new enforcement powers were aimed at 
service improvement or were they aligned with income generation.  
Officers stated that the service area is tasked with looking at increasing 
revenue to off-set savings.  The opportunity to do this presented itself 
following an approach to the Council by DVLA.  The powers would be 
used to improve behaviour and ensure that bad behaviour does not 
increase.
 

 Members asked for details of the financial model used to support the 
business case.  Officers stated that a number of models were 
considered – these included outsourcing the operation completely and 
keeping all of the service in-house.  After considering internal resources 
the authority decided to keep operations for clamping in-house to retain 
control.

 Members asked how quickly vehicles would be clamped following the 
receipt of a complaint.  Officers indicated that the enforcement officers 
were aiming to respond to complaints received within 24 hours, or 
otherwise as soon as possible.  Areas where limited on street parking is 
available are likely to be prioritised.

 Members asked whether it was an efficient use of resources to base 
responses on complaints received.  Officers stated that when 
responding to complaints the enforcement teams will be able to identify 
untaxed vehicle, persistent evaders or nuisance parking.  The ANPR 
vehicle is working at all times and gathering intelligence.  Enforcement 
officers will return at a later date.

 Officers confirmed that a vehicle must be without tax for a minimum of 2 
months to be considered untaxed.

 Members asked how many vehicles will be clamped each day.  Officers 
advised that 20 clamps are available.  The business model was based 
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on a conservative estimate of 20 vehicles per week.  Officers reiterated 
that the principle aim was to improve behaviour.

 Members noted that the DVLA audit exercise only focussed on the 
principal routes in the city and yet over 8,000 untaxed vehicles were 
identified.  Members felt that that the actual figure could be much higher.  
Officers were asked whether the authority has the capacity to deal with 
1000 vehicles per year.  Officers stated that more resources can be 
allocated if necessary.  When enforcement begins public awareness is 
raised and members of the public become aware.

RESOLVED – That the Chairperson write to the Cabinet Member on behalf of the 
Committee to convey their comments.

44 :   WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY UPDATE 

The Committee received a report providing a progress update on the changes being 
applied to Cardiff’s Waste Management Strategy.  Members were advised that it was 
hoped the updated strategy would build on the Recycling and Waste Management 
Strategy 2015-18 and outline the planned changes to drive forward the next phase of 
the Council’s recycling delivery and meet the Council’s statutory obligations.

The commitments made in the Council’s Capital Ambition document will be of key 
importance in the updated strategy, which would place great value on recycling and 
education, cleaner streets and community partnerships to drive sustainable attitudes 
and behaviours.  The core legislative drivers for the document were detailed in the 
report.

The Chairperson welcomed Matt Wakelam, Assistant Director and Jane Cherrington, 
Operational Manager - Strategy & Enforcement in Planning, Transport & 
Environment, Street Scene.  The officers were invited to deliver a presentation.  
Members were invited to comment, seek clarification or raise questions on the 
information received.  Those discussions are summarised as follows:

 A Member asked whether lightbulbs were recyclable.  Officers stated 
that lightbulbs were recyclable and they can be taken to HWRCs.  
However, Members of the public are recommended to purchase long-life 
energy saving lightbulbs instead.

 Members asked what sort of waste presented the biggest problems in 
terms of recycling.  Officers stated that laminated paper or items that 
contain multiple materials are difficult to process.  A lightbulb is also a 
good example.  Polystyrene is has high value per tonne, but a tonne of 
polystyrene is a large amount.  Similarly, with plastic film.  The Council is 
working with Welsh Government to pressure producers to ensure that 
component parts in their packaging can be separated.  Members asked 
where the responsibility for separating waste lies.  Officers stated that 
responsibility lies with the authority and with the public.  The more the 
members of the public can be encouraged to separate their recycling, 
the better for the authority.  Officers advised that more recently ‘citizen 
power’ is producing a shift in behaviour.  For example,  there has been a 
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recent campaign encouraging customers to post non-recyclable crisp 
packets back to their manufacturers.  There has also been a move 
towards paper straws and papers cups and away from single use plastic 
items.  Citizens now have more choice and officers envisage that cycling 
will improve as a result.

 Members asked whether the service area has considered best practice 
in other countries in terms of recycling models.  Officers stated that 
Welsh Government studies have shown that citizens in other countries 
behave differently and questioned whether continental recycling 
schemes would be as effective as the current scheme.  Officers 
considered that schemes such as deposit return scheme would be a 
backward step.  Wales has the 3rd highest recycling rate in the world.  
However, it is currently not a legal requirement for commercial operators 
to separate their waste.  Waste is also not a priority for businesses when 
compared to other factors, such as business rates.

 Members asked whether officers have considered the effect moving to a 
6 or 7 day per week service would have on staff.  Officers stated that the 
service operates a traditional 5-day per week shift pattern and a number 
of different options are being considered.  Any move away from the 
current model will consider the effect on staff and will be subject to full 
consultation and financial modelling.

 Members asked whether the service was prepared for a potential 
increase in glass collection intake over the Christmas period.  Officers 
stated that residents participating in the glass separation trial are able to 
request additional caddies.  Information is provided online and via C2C.

 Officers stated that Natural Resources Wales has changed with 
definition for the categorisation of recycled wood so that MDF and 
chipboard can no longer be classified as recycling.

 Members noted that the Council is receiving £25 per tonne for resale of 
recycled glass.  Members asked whether this figure will cover the cost of 
new vehicles.  Officers stated that the business case was based on the 
receipt of £15 per tonne.  The break-even figure is between £10 and £15 
per tonne.

 Members were advised that the expansion of the wheeled bin scheme 
was at an early stage but is progressing. The a few hundred bins have 
been provided to residents.  Residents in the Pontcanna conservation 
area will receive their bins in March 2019.

RESOLVED – That the Chairperson write to the Cabinet Member on behalf of the 
Committee to convey their comments.

45 :   MEMBER BRIEFING NOTE: ROAD NAMING POLICY 

Members received a briefing note on the Council’s Street Naming Policy.  Members 
were asked to note the contents.
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RESOLVED – That the contents of the briefing note be noted.

46 :   CORRESPONDENCE - VERBAL UPDATE 

The Principal Scrutiny Officer updated Members on recent correspondence.  Three 
letters were sent to Cabinet Members after the 4 September 2018.  No replies have 
been received.

47 :   URGENT ITEMS (IF ANY) 

No urgent items were received.

48 :   DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

Members were advised that the next Environment Scrutiny Committee is scheduled 
for 4 December 2018.

The meeting terminated at 6.40 pm
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CYNGOR CAERDYDD 

CARDIFF COUNCIL 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCRUTINY COMMITTEE              

       4 DECEMBER 2018  

 
 

 
PLANNING, TRANSPORT & ENVIRONMENT DIRECTORATE – QUARTER 1 

& 2 PERFORMANCE REPORTS 2018/19 

 
 

Reason for the Report 

 
1. To present and review the performance reports relevant to the terms of reference of 

the Environmental Scrutiny Committee for Quarter 1 (April to June) and Quarter 2 

(July to September) of 2018/19.  In doing this the Committee will focus on the work 

delivered by the Planning, Transport & Environment Directorate which falls within the 

Strategic Planning & Transport and Clean Streets, Recycling & Environment Cabinet 

Portfolios.   

 
Background & Supporting Information 
 

2. The Environmental Scrutiny Committee has a role in reviewing the performance of 

Council services that fall within the Committee terms of reference.  Members agreed 

to consider performance issues during the municipal year 2018/19.  In doing this the 

Committee decided to look at the sections of the Quarterly Performance Reports 

relevant to the terms of reference of the Committee twice a year.   

 
3. In May 2018, Council approved the Corporate Plan 2018-21. The Corporate Plan 

sets out the Council’s Well-being objectives for 2018-19 in accordance with the Well-

being of Future Generations Act (2015). The Corporate Plan also set out the 

Council’s key priorities, the steps it will take to deliver Capital Ambition and the key 

Performance Indicators to assess performance against the Corporate Plan. 
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4. The Council’s refreshed performance management framework includes quarterly 

production of the Delivering Capital Ambition Performance Report 2018-19 for the 

Cabinet. 

 
5. To facilitate this scrutiny the Delivering Capital Ambition Quarter 1 & 2 Performance 

Reports are provided along with the supporting Quarterly Performance Report 

Appendices. 

 
6. The Delivering Capital Ambition Quarterly Reports reflect and align the Welsh 

Government Well-being Objectives.  The two Well–being objectives relevant to the 

terms of reference of the Environmental Scrutiny Committee are: 

 
 Well–being Objective: 2.1 – A Capital City that works for Wales;  

 Well–being Objective: 3.1 – Cardiff grows in a resilient way.  

 
7. The sections of the Delivering Capital Ambition Quarterly Reports and supporting 

Performance Report Appendices relevant to the terms of reference of the 

Environmental Scrutiny Committee are referenced below: 

 
 Delivering Capital Ambition Quarter 1 Performance Report 2018/19: Section 1 – 

Organisational Health Overview. This document highlights performance issues 

relevant to the organisation as a whole (Appendix 1). 

 Delivering Capital Ambition Quarter 1 Performance Report 2018/19: Section 2 – 

Key Information & Summary of Performance Indicators.  This document 

highlights performance issues relevant to the organisation as a whole (Appendix 

2). 

 Delivering Capital Ambition Quarter 1 Performance Report 2018/19: Well–being 

Objective 2.1 – A Capital City that works for Wales. This document includes 

issues specific to the Environmental Scrutiny Committee terms of reference 

(Appendix 3). 

 Delivering Capital Ambition Quarter 1 Performance Report 2018/19: Well–being 

Objective 3.1 – Cardiff grows in a Resilient Way. This document includes issues 

specific to the Environmental Scrutiny Committee terms of reference (Appendix 

4). 
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 Quarter 1 Performance Report Appendix: Well–being Objective 2.1 – A Capital 

City that works for Wales. This document includes issues specific to the 

Environmental Scrutiny Committee terms of reference (Appendix 5).  

 Quarter 1 Performance Report Appendix: Well–being Objective 3.1 Cardiff grows 

in a Resilient Way. This document includes issues specific to the Environmental 

Scrutiny Committee terms of reference (Appendix 6). 

 Delivering Capital Ambition Quarter 2 Performance Report 2018/19: Section 1 – 

Organisational Health Overview. This document highlights performance issues 

relevant to the organisation as a whole (Appendix 7). 

 Delivering Capital Ambition Quarter 2 Performance Report 2018/19: Section 2 – 

Key Information & Summary of Performance Indicators. This document highlights 

performance issues relevant to the organisation as a whole (Appendix 8). 

 Delivering Capital Ambition Quarter 2 Performance Report 2018/19: Well–being 

Objective 2.1 – A Capital City that works for Wales. This document includes 

issues specific to the Environmental Scrutiny Committee terms of reference 

(Appendix 9). 

 Delivering Capital Ambition Quarter 2 Performance Report 2018/19: Well–being 

Objective 3.1 – Cardiff grows in a Resilient Way. This document includes issues 

specific to the Environmental Scrutiny Committee terms of reference (Appendix 

10). 

 Quarter 2 Performance Report Appendix: Well–being Objective 2.1 – A Capital 

City that works for Wales. This document includes issues specific to the 

Environmental Scrutiny Committee terms of reference (Appendix 11). 

 Quarter 2 Performance Report Appendix: Well–being Objective 3.1 Cardiff grows 

in a Resilient Way. This document includes issues specific to the Environmental 

Scrutiny Committee terms of reference (Appendix 12). 

 
8. The priorities of Capital Ambition have been being built into the Corporate Plan 

2018-21 and follow the existing performance management structure which spans the 

City’s overall performance (the Public Services Board Wellbeing Plan); Council 

performance via the Corporate Plan; Directorate performance via Directorate 

Delivery Plans; through to individual performance via Personal Reviews. 
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Performance Support Group 
 

9. The Council’s approach to performance management focuses on the use of 

performance information within the most strategic parts of the organisation, to 

ensure that these strategic audiences are considering strategic performance issues. 

It is also critical to ensure that underneath the strategic layer there are mechanisms 

in place, which allow for effective engagement and support of operational 

performance issues. 

 
10. In parallel with developing a coherent cross-organisation approach to service 

planning (which will by default create a new body of consistent performance 

information) the Council has introduced the Performance Support Group.  The 

Performance Support Group provides support to service performance and allows the 

Cabinet, scrutiny committees and the Senior Management Team to focus on 

strategic performance issues. 

 
11. The primary roles of the Performance Support Group is to support specific areas of 

service improvement and investigate areas of performance that are highlighted by 

robust data analysis.  It is hoped that this approach will provide the organisation with 

confidence that measures mandated by Welsh Government but not included in 

outcomes-focused scorecards are receiving due attention. 

 
12. The Planning, Transport & Environment Directorate has a lead performance officer 

who along with the Corporate Performance Team, analyse and challenge work to 

help inform the Performance Support Group’s agenda.  

 
Improved Reporting Timelines  
 

13. The Council refresh of performance arrangements has examined opportunities to 

increase the speed with which information flows through its performance-related 

processes.  An essential part of moving the organisation away from monitoring 

performance and onto managing performance is providing information within a 

timescale that allows the use of data to influence decision-making and prompt 

appropriate intervention. 

 
14. The final reports for Cabinet and scrutiny committees contain confirmed information; 

however, the reports that are used by the Performance Support Group and Senior 
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Management Team can contain draft performance information, provided it is flagged 

as such. 

 
Publishing Performance Information on the Internet 
 

15. To reinforce the Council’s move to a culture of accountability, the refresh of 

performance arrangements presents an opportunity for Cardiff residents to access 

key performance information in a way that is immediately engaging. Council 

employees should also have access to online performance information that helps 

them understand the contribution they are making towards achieving organisational 

aims.  

 
16. As with the newly developed performance reports, the published information will 

focus on the outcomes the Council is trying to achieve, i.e. the Well-being Objectives 

and, therefore, correlate to the performance measures used at Cabinet and scrutiny 

committees.   

 
Refresh the Council’s Performance Management Strategy 
 

17. In light of recommendations made by WAO’s, the Framework element of the 

Performance Management Strategy has been updated to include guidance around 

timelines that support current processes. The most significant aspect of the refresh 

has been the embedding of it into the organisation’s culture. Mostly, this has been 

achieved through changing practices as outlined above. However, ensuring that the 

Council’s Performance Management Strategy is acknowledged, understood and 

used will require the Corporate Performance Team to engage and work proactively 

with service managers and performance leads.  

 
Scope of the Scrutiny 
 

26. This item will give Members the opportunity to consider the Planning, Transport & 

Environment Directorate performance relevant to the terms of reference of the 

Environmental Scrutiny Committee.   

 
Way Forward 
 

27. Councillor Michael Michael (Cabinet Member for Clean Streets, Recycling & 

Environment), Councillor Caro Wild (Cabinet Member for Strategic Planning & 
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Transport) and officers from the Planning, Transport & Environment Directorate have 

been invited to attend for this item.   

 
Legal Implications 
 

28. The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and recommend 

but not to make policy decisions. As the recommendations in this report are to 

consider and review matters there are no direct legal implications. However, legal 

implications may arise if and when the matters under review are implemented with or 

without any modifications. Any report with recommendations for decision that goes to 

Cabinet/Council will set out any legal implications arising from those 

recommendations. All decisions taken by or on behalf of the Council must (a) be 

within the legal powers of the Council; (b) comply with any procedural requirement 

imposed by law; (c) be within the powers of the body or person exercising powers on 

behalf of the Council; (d) be undertaken in accordance with the procedural 

requirements imposed by the Council e.g. Scrutiny Procedure Rules; (e) be fully and 

properly informed; (f) be properly motivated; (g) be taken having regard to the 

Council's fiduciary duty to its taxpayers; and (h) be reasonable and proper in all the 

circumstances. 

 
Financial Implications 
 

29. The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and recommend 

but not to make policy decisions. As the recommendations in this report are to 

consider and review matters there are no direct financial implications at this stage in 

relation to any of the work programme. However, financial implications may arise if 

and when the matters under review are implemented with or without any 

modifications. Any report with recommendations for decision that goes to 

Cabinet/Council will set out any financial implications arising from those 

recommendations. 
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Committee is recommended to: 

 
(i) Consider the information in this report and the information presented at the 

meeting; 

(ii) Determine whether they would like to make any comments, observations or 

recommendations to the Cabinet on this matter; and, 

(iii) Decide the way forward for any future scrutiny of the issues discussed. 

 
DAVINA FIORE 

Director of Governance & Legal Services 

28 November 2018 
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Title Q1 

2018/19

Result

Q2 

2018/19

Result

Q2 

2017/18 

Result

Target RAG

Number of investigations and enforcement actions per month (cumulated 

result)

2180 4626

(2,446)

New PI 3000 

PA 

Number of education and engagement actions per month (cumulated 

result)

3358 3641

(283)

New PI 3000 

PA 

% of highways inspected of a high or acceptable standard of cleanliness 94.34% 92.86% 95.52% 90%

% of reported fly tipping incidents cleared within 5 working days 99.87% 99.66% 100% 90%

% of reported fly tipping incidents which lead to enforcement activity 90.17% 94.64% 78.49% 70%

% of householder planning applications determined within agreed time 

periods

95.18% 93.58% 95.47% 80%

% of major planning applications determined within agreed time periods 93.75% 83.71% 78.95% 25%

Performance Indicators

Other Performance Indicators reported:

•Waste PI results not yet validated for but recycling is currently showing 68.84% 

for Q1, 57.14% for Q2, averaging 63.22% for year so far (target 62%)

•Remainder of PI results are collected annually
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Objectives - Corporate Plan Steps 

& Capital Ambition Statements

Streetscene related - Waste, Recycling, Cleansing, Enforcement, Highways 11

Transport related – Clean Air, Cycling, Safer Roads, Bike Hire, Active Travel, 

Infrastructure

13

Planning related – High Quality Connected Communities, New Housing, Resign Review 4

Energy / Sustainability related – Heat Network, Solar Farm, Food Strategy 3

Regulatory related – Public Protection 2

Bereavement / Dogs Home related – Burial Space and Enhanced Stray Dog Services 2

Outturn at end of Q2 show 27 on Green Status (no issues with 

progress / performance) and 8 on Amber Status (issues have 

occurred, however mitigating actions put in place)

35
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Achievements & Good News

Key Progress / Good News

•Highway Operations, Cleansing & Enforcement, and Waste Management have achieved successful 

transition to the new acclaimed ISO 9001:2015 British Quality Management Standard.

•Code of Governance Strategy and Action Plan developed to help further embed compliance and 

conformity of systems and processes across Directorate.

•Greener Grangetown has won the Engineering Project Award 2018 at the UK Water Industry 

Awards. The scheme collects surface water from roofs and roads from twelve residential streets in 

Grangetown, channelling and filtering it through over 100 rain gardens before draining to the river 

Taff.

•Bus interchange resolution to grant planning consent; major project moving forward.

•Cardiff Next Bike – best performing bike hire scheme in the UK
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Key Progress / Good News (Continued)

•Resilient Growth Programme Board now being brought together with draft terms of reference in 

place - this will bring together public services board decision makers from across the public and 

community services to ensure that the impacts of this population growth and of climate change are 

managed in a resilient and sustainable manner.

•The APSE Annual Service Awards 2018 were held in Edinburgh on 13th September 2018. The Love 

Where You Live campaign was a finalist in the Best Community and Neighbourhood Initiative. 

Cardiff Council was also a finalist for Best Service Team in two different fields: Street Cleansing & 

Streetscene Service, and Cemetery & Crematorium Service. 

•From 15th October 2018 some properties in Cardiff will be taking part in a pilot scheme to collect 

glass separately from other recyclables. The aim of this pilot is to improve the quality of our 

recycling and invest in council services, by selling our glass rather than paying for it to be recycled. If 

the pilot is successful glass collections may be rolled out across the city.
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Key Challenges

• Budget Savings 18/19 and future years: Given the range and scale of savings and 

unachieved savings that exist in 18/19 there is a continuing challenge and priority is 

to define and deliver detailed plans.

• The scale of savings and need for service transformation in future years will require 

thorough reassessments of services, productivity, income and new ways of working. 

This will require a full coordination of the change and improvement capacity in the 

directorate.

• The directorate is continuing to take forward an ambitious programme of project 

delivery in a number of key areas such major development, as waste, energy, active 

travel, transport and highways. This work will need to be effectively project managed 

and delivered.
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CYNGOR CAERDYDD 

CARDIFF COUNCIL 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCRUTINY COMMITTEE              

               4 DECEMBER 2018  

 
 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCRUTINY COMMITTEE – FORWARD WORK 

PROGRAMME 2018/19 

 
 

Background 
 

1. The Constitution states that each Scrutiny Committee will set their own work 

programme. This is undertaken at the beginning of a municipal year and updated as 

the work progresses. The work programme needs to be carefully constructed so that 

the time available to the Committee is used most effectively.  

 
2. The Environmental Scrutiny Committee’s Terms of Reference provide the 

Committee with the responsibility for the scrutiny of a number of specific service 

areas.  A copy of the terms of reference has been attached to this document as 

Appendix 1. This will remind Members of the scope of ideas that could be 

considered. 

 
3. The Committee is responsible for the scrutiny of a number of policies and strategies 

that affect the sustainability and environment of Cardiff.  It can also undertake 

investigations into any of these areas.   

 
4. The construction of a work programme involves obtaining information from a range 

of sources, these include: 

 Information from the relevant Directorate; 

 Relevant extracts from the current Corporate Plan; 

 Suggestions and ideas put forward by the previous Environmental Scrutiny 

Committee; 

 Member suggestions and observations; 
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 Citizen and third party comments and observations; 

 Performance information. 

 
5. The initial ‘Environmental Scrutiny Committee – Forward Work Programme’ was 

agreed on the 4th September 2018 and set out the items for scrutiny for the period 

September 2018 to December 2018.   

 
6. The ‘Environmental Scrutiny Committee – Forward Work Programme’ was created 

from a list of potential topics that were identified during the 2018/19 work 

programming process. These were recorded in a document titled ‘Environmental 

Scrutiny Committee – Potential Work Programme Items 2018/19’ (attached to this 

report as Appendix 2).   

 
7. The period of the initial ‘Environmental Scrutiny Committee – Forward Work 

Programme’ has ended. This means that the Environmental Scrutiny Committee now 

has to revisit the work programme and agree a new ‘Environmental Scrutiny 

Committee Forward Work Programme’ for the period January 2019 to April 2019.   

 
8. Since the November meeting members of the Environmental Scrutiny Committee 

have been asked to make suggestions for the new ‘Environmental Scrutiny 

Committee – Forward Work Programme’. Based on the information provided a new 

‘Environmental Scrutiny Committee – Draft Forward Work Programme 2018/19’ has 

been created and is attached to this report as Appendix 3.  

 
9. In setting their work programme, Members have been mindful of Wales Audit Office 

advice for scrutiny committees to aim to achieve committee meetings that last no 

longer than three hours, whilst maintaining robust and appropriate levels of scrutiny 

across the terms of reference, by ensuring agendas are of a manageable size and 

that work occurs outside committee meetings.  Members agreed in principle with this 

approach and to aim to achieve this, with the option to adjourn a committee meeting 

if more time is required than originally anticipated. 

 
Way Forward 
 

10. Members should consider the ‘Environmental Scrutiny Committee – Draft Forward 

Work Programme 2018/19’ (Appendix 3) and decide if they are happy to formally 
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adopt it as the Environmental Scrutiny Committee - Forward Work Programme 

2018/19.   

 

Legal Implications 
 

11. The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and recommend 

but not to make policy decisions. As the recommendations in this report are to 

consider and review matters there are no direct legal implications. However, legal 

implications may arise if and when the matters under review are implemented with or 

without any modifications. Any report with recommendations for decision that goes to 

Cabinet/Council will set out any legal implications arising from those 

recommendations. All decisions taken by or on behalf of the Council must (a) be 

within the legal powers of the Council; (b) comply with any procedural requirement 

imposed by law; (c) be within the powers of the body or person exercising powers on 

behalf of the Council; (d) be undertaken in accordance with the procedural 

requirements imposed by the Council e.g. Scrutiny Procedure Rules; (e) be fully and 

properly informed; (f) be properly motivated; (g) be taken having regard to the 

Council's fiduciary duty to its taxpayers; and (h) be reasonable and proper in all the 

circumstances. 

 
Financial Implications 
 

12. The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and recommend 

but not to make policy decisions. As the recommendations in this report are to 

consider and review matters there are no direct financial implications at this stage in 

relation to any of the work programme. However, financial implications may arise if 

and when the matters under review are implemented with or without any 

modifications. Any report with recommendations for decision that goes to 

Cabinet/Council will set out any financial implications arising from those 

recommendations. 
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Committee is recommended to: 
 
i. Consider the contents of this report; and,   

ii. Agree a way forward for the work programme. 

 
DAVINA FIORE 
Director of Governance & Legal Services 
28 November 2018 
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  Appendix 1 
 

Environmental Scrutiny Committee – Terms of Reference 

 

The role of this Committee is to scrutinise, measure and actively promote 

improvement in the Council's performance in the provision of services and 

compliance with Council policies, aims and objectives in the area of environmental 

sustainability including: 

 Strategic Planning Policy  

 Sustainability Policy 

 Environmental Health Policy  

 Public Protection Policy  

 Licensing Policy  

 Waste Management  

 Strategic Waste Projects  

 Street Cleansing  

 Cycling and Walking  

 Streetscape  

 Strategic Transportation Partnership  

 Transport Policy and Development  

 Intelligent Transport Solutions  

 Public Transport  

 Parking Management 

 

To assess the impact of partnerships with and resources and services provided by 

external organisations including the Welsh Government, joint local government 

services, Welsh Government Sponsored Public Bodies and quasi-departmental 

nongovernmental bodies on the effectiveness of Council service delivery. 

 

To report to an appropriate Cabinet or Council meeting on its findings and to make 

recommendations on measures which may enhance Council performance and 

service delivery in this area. 
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  Appendix 2 
 

Environmental Scrutiny Committee – Potential Work Programme Items 2018/19 

 
Transport 

 
 Bus Provision for the Local Development Plan Strategic Sites  

 Development of Cardiff’s Future Transport Interchanges 

 Transportation to Support Cardiff as an Events City  

 Transport for Wales – South Wales Metro Update 

 Bus & Train Integration in Cardiff 

 A Review of Cardiff Park & Ride Facilities 

 Delivering Modal Shift – Encouraging Carless Travel 

 Cardiff’s Cycling Strategy 

 Delivery of the Central Transport Interchange & Cycle Hub Development 

 South East Transport Corridor – Business Case Progress Update 

 Progress Update - Bus Priority on Key Radial Routes 

 Taff Trail – Delivery of the Rolling Programme of Improvement Measures 

 The Bay Loop – Development of Programme for the Phased Implementation of 

Improvements for Walking & Cycling  

 Engage with City Deal partnership in relation to funding and delivery of key 

infrastructure projects 

 Feasibility for Bus Link Between Penarth & Cardiff Bay via the Barrage 

 Nextbike – Post Launch Update  

 Active Travel Plans for Cardiff Schools 

 Delivery of Cardiff’s Active Travel Agenda 

 20mph Speed Limit Areas – Cardiff Wide Roll Out Update  

 Improving Cardiff’s Cycling & Walking Network 

 Cardiff’s Transport & Clean Air Vision  

 Cardiff Bus - Public Ownership & Enhanced Public Bus Transport Infrastructure 

 Mellons Business Park & Train Station 

 Impact of M4 Tolls Removal on Cardiff 

 Penarth Headland Link Project 

 Cardiff Cycling Strategy 

 Investigating Impact of Free Bus Travel Policy on Public Transport Usage & 

Congestion in Cardiff  
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Energy Schemes 

 
 Cardiff’s Strategic Sites – Sustainable Energy Initiatives 

 Lamby Way Solar Farm – Member Update    

 Cardiff’s District Heat Network – Member Update 

 Development of Cardiff’s Electric Vehicles Strategy 

 Energy Retrofit Programmes for Council’s Operational Estate 

 
Neighbourhood Services (including Parking Management) 

 
 Volunteer Contribution - Keeping Cardiff Tidy 

 Reducing Litter – Better Engagement with Secondary Schools 

 Reducing Litter – Balancing Education & Enforcement 

 Litter & Fly Tipping in Cardiff 

 Benchmarking Street Scene Services to Establish Relative Performance & 

Improvement Opportunities 

 Total Street Scene Delivery Plan  

 Parking Provision Review Undertake - Protecting Local Residents from Long Stay 

Commuter Parking & Support Local Neighbourhoods 

 Cardiff’s Annual Parking Report – Including Enforcement Activity, Parking 

Strategy & Pavement Parking 

 Smart City Approaches to Managing City Infrastructures - Using New Technology 

& Predictive Software to Support Intelligent Network Management  

 Streetscene – Managing Telephone Poles & Wires in Residential Areas  

 LED Residential Street Lighting & SMART City Aspects 

 Improving Cardiff’s Highway Asset 

 Highway Asset Management Plan Review 

 Stray Horses 

 Highways Resurfacing Programme 

 
Planning 

 
 Cardiff’s Planning Service – Added Value & Making Better Places 

 Cardiff’s Strategic Sites – Planning to Provide Key Services 

 Paving Report - Section 106 Local Infrastructure Proposal Lists  
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 Cardiff Local Development Plan Annual Monitoring Report 2018 

 A Review of Cardiff’s Planning Policy Framework 

 Cardiff Local Planning Authority – Planning Annual Performance Report 2018 

 Development of a New Spatial Masterplan for High Quality Shared Space - 

Pedestrians, Cyclists & Vehicles in City Centre and Key Neighbourhoods 

 Second Cardiff Local Development Plan Annual Monitoring Report 

 
Shared Regulatory Service 

 
 Cardiff’s Clean Air Strategy 

 Shared Regulatory Service Annual Report 2018/19 & Business Plan 2019/20 

 Cabinet Response to Improving Cardiff’s Air Quality 

 Cardiff Clean Air Zone – Scoping Exercise 

 Shared Regulatory Service – Public Protection & Business Monitoring  

 Enhancing Cardiff’s Taxi Standards 

 Food Hygiene  

 
Waste Management 

 
 Recycling & Waste Management Strategy – 2018 to 2021 

 Waste Management - Regional Working Opportunities 

 Challenges Facing Cardiff in the Recycling Market 

 Cardiff’s Waste Collection System Compared to the Welsh Government Blueprint 

 Closed Loop Recycling in Cardiff 

 Commercial Waste – Member Update 

 Long Term Regional Partnership Recycling Infrastructure Arrangements  

 Future Household Waste Recycling Centre Options 

 Increasing Cardiff’s Recycling Performance  

 Growing Recycling & Reuse in the Community 

 Waste Collection Productivity (suggested that this could potentially be transferred 

to PRAP or undertaken as a joint scrutiny with PRAP)  

 Single Use Plastic Policy 

 New HWRC Business Plan 
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Bereavement & Registration Services 

 
 Bereavement & Registration Services – Infrastructure Review  

 Bereavement & Registration Services – Customer Services Strategy 

 Development of the Funeral Poverty Strategy 

 Bereavement & Registration Service – Member Update  

 Burial Space Provision for an Increasing Population 

 
Other 
 
 Planning, Transport & Environment Directorate – Sickness Review 

 Cardiff Dogs Home - Sustainable Service for the Kennelling & Re-Homing of 

Stray Dogs 

 Cardiff Food Strategy 

 Planning, Transport & Environment Directorate – Volunteer Participation 

 Planning, Transport & Environment – Improving Digitalisation 

 Planning, Transport & Environment – Improving Commercialisation 

 Public Conveniences Strategy & Implementation 

 Planning, Transport & Environment Directorate - Integration of Waste, 

Neighbourhood Services & Highways 

 Planning, Transport & Environment Directorate - Commercial & Collaboration 

Strategy  

 Protecting Cardiff’s Heritage Buildings & Monuments 

 
Mandatory Items 

 

 Draft Budget Proposals 2019/20 

 Planning, Transport & Environment Directorate – Quarterly Performance 

 Planning, Transport & Environment Directorate – Directorate Delivery Plan 

2019/20 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCRUTINY COMMITTEE – DRAFT FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME 
 

DATE OF PLAN – 8th JANUARY 2019 to 2nd APRIL 2019 
 

If you would like to share your experiences or views regarding the items being considered please contact: 
 

Scrutinyviewpoints@cardiff.gov.uk 
 

Title and Description of Report Invitees Contact Officer 

Meeting Date: Tuesday 8th January 2019 

 
LED Residential Street Lighting & Smart 
City Infrastructure 
 
To review the content of the report titled ‘LED 
Residential Street Lighting & SMART City 
Infrastructure’ due to be received at the 
Cabinet meeting on the 24th January 2019. 
 

 
Councillor Caro Wild, Cabinet Member for 
Strategic Planning & Transport 

 
Representatives from the Planning, 
Transport & Environment Directorate 
 

 
Richard Bowen 
Principal Scrutiny Officer 
RBowen@cardiff.gov.uk 

 
Parking Fines Appeals Policy 
 
To scrutinise the draft Parking Fines Appeals 
Policy. The document sets the Council’s 
guidance on the consideration of challenges, 
representations and appeals against issuing 
of Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs), as well 
as determining enforcement processes to be 

 
Councillor Caro Wild, Cabinet Member for 
Strategic Planning & Transport 
 
Representatives from the Planning, 
Transport & Environment Directorate 
 

 
Richard Bowen 
Principal Scrutiny Officer 
RBowen@cardiff.gov.uk 
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Title and Description of Report Invitees Contact Officer 

followed to ensure consistency and 
adherence to current legislation. 

 
Environmental Scrutiny Committee – 
Draft Litter & Fly Tipping Inquiry Report 
 
An opportunity for the Committee to consider 
and approve the content of the 
Environmental Scrutiny Committee Draft 
Litter & Fly Tipping Task & Finish Report.  In 
particular Members will have an opportunity 
to review the key findings and 
recommendations made in this report.  

 

 
Members of Cardiff’s Environmental Scrutiny 
Committee 

 
Richard Bowen 
Principal Scrutiny Officer 
RBowen@cardiff.gov.uk 

Meeting Date: Monday 18th February 2019 
 
 
Draft Corporate Plan 2019 to 2022 & 
2019/20 Draft Cabinet Budget Proposals 
  
To provide Members with the context for the 
scrutiny of those sections of the Council’s 
Draft Corporate Plan 2019 to 2022 and Draft 
Cabinet 2019/20 budget consultation 
proposals as they relate to the Directorates 
which fall under the remit of this Committee. 
 
 
 

 
Councillor Caro Wild, Cabinet Member for 
Strategic Planning & Transport 
 
Councillor Michael Michael, Cabinet Member 
for Clean Streets, Recycling & Environment  
 
Representatives from the Planning, 
Transport & Environment Directorate 

 
Richard Bowen 
Principal Scrutiny Officer 
RBowen@cardiff.gov.uk 
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Title and Description of Report Invitees Contact Officer 

 
Meeting Date: Tuesday 5th March 2019 
 
 
City Centre West Transport Project & Air 
Quality – Welsh Government Direction 
Update 

 
An item to consider the proposals and recent 
developments relating to: 
 
 The ‘City Centre West Transport Project’ 

report that is due to be received by 
Cabinet in March 2019; 

 Recent developments arising from the 
report titled Air Quality – Welsh 
Government Direction that was received 
by Cabinet in November 2018. 

 

 
Councillor Caro Wild, Cabinet Member for 
Strategic Planning & Transport 
 
Councillor Michael Michael, Cabinet Member 
for Clean Streets, Recycling & Environment  
 
Councillor Susan Elsmore, Cabinet Member 
for Social Care, Health & Well-being 
 
Representatives from the Planning, 
Transport & Environment Directorate 

 
Richard Bowen 
Principal Scrutiny Officer 
RBowen@cardiff.gov.uk 

 
Cabinet Response to the Environmental 
Scrutiny Committee report titled 
‘Improving Cardiff’s Air Quality’ 

 
To receive the Cabinet response to the 
Environmental Scrutiny Committee report 
titled ‘Improving Cardiff’s Air Quality’ and 

 
Councillor Caro Wild, Cabinet Member for 
Strategic Planning & Transport 
 
Councillor Michael Michael, Cabinet Member 
for Clean Streets, Recycling & Environment  
 
Councillor Susan Elsmore, Cabinet Member 
for Social Care, Health & Well-being 
 

 
Richard Bowen 
Principal Scrutiny Officer 
RBowen@cardiff.gov.uk 
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Title and Description of Report Invitees Contact Officer 

consider the responses made to each of the 
31 report recommendations. 
 

Representatives from the Planning, 
Transport & Environment Directorate 

Meeting Date: Tuesday 2nd April 2019 
 
 
Shared Regulatory Service – Business 
Plan 2019/20 & Draft Annual Report 
2018/19 
 
An item to consider the Shared Regulatory 
Services Business Plan for 2019/20. This will 
review the plans, challenges and 
opportunities facing the service across each 
of the three local authority areas – with 
particular reference to Cardiff. In addition to 
this the item will look at the Draft Annual 
Report for the Shared Regulatory Service for 
2018//19 to reflect on performance over the 
last twelve months.  

 

 
Councillor Michael Michael, Cabinet Member 
for Clean Streets, Recycling & Environment  
 
Councillor Norma Mackie, Chair of Cardiff’s 
Licensing & Public Protection Committee 
 
Representatives from the Shared Regulatory 
Service and the Council’s Planning, 
Transport & Environment Directorate 

 
Richard Bowen 
Principal Scrutiny Officer 
RBowen@cardiff.gov.uk 

 
Planning, Transport & Environment 
Directorate Delivery Plan 2019/20 
 
An item to consider the Planning, Transport 
& Environment Directorate Delivery Plan 
2019/20. This will review the plans, 

 
Councillor Caro Wild, Cabinet Member for 
Strategic Planning & Transport 
 
Councillor Michael Michael, Cabinet Member 
for Clean Streets, Recycling & Environment  

 
Richard Bowen 
Principal Scrutiny Officer 
RBowen@cardiff.gov.uk 
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Title and Description of Report Invitees Contact Officer 

challenges and opportunities facing the 
Planning, Transport & Environment 
Directorate for the next twelve months.  
 
 

Representatives from the Planning, 
Transport & Environment Directorate 
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